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White wines By The Glass…
Bottle 50cl Carafe

Domaine De Grachies
VDP des Cotes De Gascogne 2015

175ml Glass

£21.95

£15.50

£5.50

£21.95

£15.50

£5.50

£24.95

£17.75

£6.25

Fresh and lively with excellent fruit and a clean
and crisp finish. 11.5%abv

Sauvignon Blanc,
Les Vignerons Ardechois 2015
Delicate aromas of white flowers and citrus fruits.
Attractive mineral finish. 11.5%abv

Chardonnay unoaked, Comte Paul Antonin
Vin de Pays d’Oc, 2015

White blossom aroma with
delicate flavours of melon and a crisp finish. 13%abv

Montagny Vignerons Buxy 2013

£32.80

£9.10

Both intense an elegant, this luminescent wine
Tempts the senses with aromas of exotic fruits and white flowers. 13%abv

Rosé wines
Grenache Rosé Cabernet Gris,
VDP des Coteaux de l’Ardèche 2016

£21.95

£15.50

£5.50

£15.50

£5.50

Greanche / Cabernet Gris blend. A delightful dry rosé with an elegant
touch of acidity. Delicate flavours of red fruits. 13.5%abv

Cotes du Rhone Rosé Prieuré St Julien,
Chusclan 2015

£21.95

Gold Medal Paris 2009 Concours Général Agricole
An immensely attractive soft dry Rosé with a fresh long finish. 13.5%abv

Champagne by the glass
Champagne Brut ‘Grande Reserve’ NV
Champagne Rosé Gruet NV
`

£49.50
£52.50

We also serve wine in 125ml measures
Please ask your waiter for more details
By the glass...( suite)
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£12.00
£13.50

Red wines By the Glass...
Bottle
Syrah Comte Paul Antonin
Vin de Pays d’Oc 2013

0.5l carafe

175ml glass

£17.80

£5.95

£21.95

£15.50

£5.50

£24.50

£17.80

£5.95

£19.35

£6.50

£17.80

£5.95

£24.50

A wine with a generous structure and powerful
Spicy fruit flavours. 13%abv

Cabernet Sauvignon, Domaine de Saissac
Vin de Pays d’Oc 2014
Deep red black in colour, with notes of cassis and
Cedar and sweetly fruited. 13.5%abv

Merlot. Terre de Murier Reserve
VDP des Coteaux de l’Ardèche 2015

Flavours of ripe red fruits and even candied fruits;
Good concentration with excellent tannins. 14,5%abv

Cotes du Rhône, Mas Arnaud 2013

£25.95

A blend of Syrah and Grenache grapes.
Full of ripe, juicy fruits. Exceptional value for money. 14%abv

Pinot Noir, La Muse de Cabestany 2015

£24.50

Displays perfumed violets and juicy berry fruit. Silky and supple in texture, this elegant wine has a
fresh, lingering finish. 12.50%abv

Dessert wines

Muscat de Beaumes de Venise,
Bouquet des Dentelles, 2009

Bottle

150ml glass

£44.50

£8.90

Sweet, onctuous, enjoyable. Amber colour, delicious tangy flavour
with sufficient “bite” to hide the degree of sugar.
The pleasure comes from freshness and sweetness combined. 12.5%abv

Château Les Miaudoux Bergerac, 2013

£22.00

£5.35

£33.75

£6.70

£38.65

£7.75

Sweetness is giving way to a medium richness
in this fine dessert wine. 12.5%abv

Muscat de Rivesaltes L'Envol des Sens
Languedoc Roussillon
NV
Sweet note with peach and citrus. 16%abv

Chateau Septy, Monbazillac, 2011

Sauvignon/Semillon, 2007, Sweet, Full bodied. 12.5%abv

We also serve wine in 125ml measures
Please ask your waiter for more details
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A TASTE OF SUFFOLK
Nethergate Brewery – Clare
The Brewery was established in 1986, in the small town of Clare. From the very beginning
it set out to brew distinctive beers of a consistent quality, this being quickly recognised
in the many awards won at beer festivals throughout the region.
The beers brewed mostly exhibited special features, such as the coriander flavoured Umbel ales,
(coriander was much used before hops became cheaply available), or Old Growler itself, a dark porter
which is their most famous beer

Old Growler

Porter 5.0 % abv 500ml

£6.75

This famous porter has won at the CAMRA winter festival twice, the only brewery to
do so, first in 1998 and again in 2003, also winning the highest accolade Supreme
Champion in 2003. Also Supreme Champion at the Chicago International Beer Festival
in 2004, in the porter category. A complex, satisfying porter, smooth and distinctive.
Roast malt and fruit feature in the palate. The finish is powerfully hoppy with a hint of liquorice.

Mauldons Brewery – Sudbury
Since 1795, the name Mauldons has been associated with well respected, award winning traditional
beers. From their micro brewery in Sudbury, they produce traditional bitters, stouts, and porters.
Here are two light coloured bitters

Suffolk Pride

4,8%abv – 500ml

£6.70

This is a full bodied strong bitter, light in colour with a powerful bouquet of hops and
developed fruit with a deep dry finish.

Silver Adder

4,2% abv – 500ml

£6.70

This is a light colour bitter with fine hop and malt combinations giving a refreshing crisp finish.

Green King – Bury St Edmunds
Greene King brews all of its beers in Bury St Edmunds, where ale has been a feature of life since at
least as far back as 1086. But they've taken the traditional art of brewing to new heights, producing
what is arguably the finest range of cask ales in the country.
No other UK brewer is as committed to cask ale.

Light Ale 3% abv - 275ml

£2.40

The beer consists of the ingredients, barley, water, yeast and hops. Brewed by cask,
it arrives in an opaque, light brown colour. From the bottle, Greene King pours with
a nice, gentle head i.e. not too frothy. It has a long, dry finish with a pleasant after-taste.
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HALF BOTTLES
CHAMPAGNE
Champagne brut, Domaine Gruet,

12%abv

NV

£30.45

LOIRE WHITE
Muscadet Sevre & Maine Sur Lie Ch La Noe,

12%abv

2015

£11.50

Sancerre, Domaine du Nozay

12.5%abv

2015

£19.50

Quincy Domaine des Ballandors

12.5%abv

2010

£17.50

Pouilly Fumé Domaine Berthier

12.5%abv

2015

£22.15

BURGUNDY WHITE
Chablis Domaine Alain Geoffroy

12.5%abv

2015

£27.25

Chablis 1er Cru Vaillon, Vocoret

13%abv

2014

£23.75

Pouilly Fuissé Domaine Collange

13.5%abv

2015

£22.65
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HALF BOTTLES
BURGUNDY RED
Bourgogne Pinot Noir Cote Chalonnaise

12.50%abv

2014

£15.40

BEAUJOLAIS RED

Fleurie Le Vivier, Claude Grosjean

12.50%abv

2015

£26.50

BORDEAUX RED
Château Rousseau de Sipian Medoc

13.00%abv

2008

£18.15

RHONE RED
Chusclan Cotes du Rhone

13.50%abv

Vacqueyras Domaine de Vervine

15%abv

NV

£12.15

2014

£27.25

SPAIN RED
Rioja Crianza Ontanon

13.00%abv
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2012

£19.60

ROSÉ WINES
LANGUEDOC ROSÉ
Paradis Rose, Domaine Preignes Le Vieux

2016

£32.85

From a beautiful estate close do Beziers in the south of France.
Those vineyards date back to Roman times. A stylish blush Grenache rose.
Delicate with crisp minerality and summer berry fruit flavour. 12%abv

LOIRE VALLEY ROSÉ
Rosé d’Anjou La Potherie, Loire

2013

£21.70

2012

£38.00

2011

£32.65

2014

£31.40

Whiffs of summer fruits on the nose and pristine, tingling fruit
on the palate 11.50%abv

Sancerre Rosé Moulin des Vrillères, C. Lauverjat
100% Pinot Noir fruit. Bold in colour with delightful soft fruit flavours,
leading to a clean dry finish. 12.5%abv

Pinot gris rosé, Reuillly, Claude Lafond
A beautifully elegant dry rosé with soft supple fruit from vineyards
located close to Sancerre 13.5%abv

Chinon Rosé, Domaine de la Noblaie, Loire, France.

A delicate yet flavourfull dry rosé made with the Cabernet Franc grape, which is the backbone to red
wine production in Chinon. A perfect aperitif that can be matched with fish and seafood starters or
continued through a main course, as its elegantly powerful flavours are bold enough to avoid being
bullied by strong dishes.

BURGUNDY ROSÉ
Cuvée Margoton rosé, Olivier Leflaive,

2010

£29.20

Named in honour of Olivier’s little girl, this is a flirtatious, charming rosé.
Brightly fruited, it combines roses and sweet spice on the nose, mirrored
on the palate, which is aromatic, fresh and exuberant 12.5%abv

BORDEAUX ROSÉ
Rosé de Paveil

2012

£21.65

Made in the fine Margaux Chateau Paveil de Luze but only permitted to call
itself a Bordeaux Rosé this is an appealing, delicate and dry rosé with surprising
refinement and complexity. Delicious. 13%abv

SOUTH AFRICA ROSÉ
Nelson Estate Rosé, Paarl

2015

Soft, baby pink in colour and a pretty, perfumed nose
showing notes of red berries and cream. The palate is well balanced
with fresh ripe fruit, a creamy texture and good structure. 13.5%abv
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£22.70

SWEET WINES
COTES DU RHONE
Muscat de Beaume de Venise, Domaine de Coyeux

2009

£44.50

A superb sweet wine with a creamy and clean palate. 15 %abv

2009 Half bottle £25.95
150ml Glass
£9.00

SOUTH WEST AND LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON
Château Les Miaudoux Bergerac

2013

£22.00

Sweetness is giving way to a medium richness
in this fine dessert wine. 12.5%abv

150ml Glass
Muscat de Rivesaltes L'Envol des Sens, Languedoc Roussillon

NV

£5.35
£33.75

Sweet, ripe, flowery tropical fruit finish. 13 %abv

150ml Glass £6.70
Château Septy, Monbazillac

2011

£38.65

Sauvignon/Semillon, 2009, Sweet, Full bodied. 12 %abv

150ml Glass £7.75
2013 Half bottle £20.15
Château Lamothe-Guignard, Sauternes 2ème cru classé ½ Bottle 2009

£37.50

This historic Sauternes is a rich golden in colour; the nose offers aromas of stone fruit and
hedgerow blossom, while the mouth is creamy and aromatic with notes of candied and fresh
tropical fruit.

Maury, grenat, vendange, Vin Doux Naturel

2013

£32.60

Made from 100% Grenache grape. Red and black fruit nose. Ample
with soft tannins and very long after taste. Fantastic combination
with any kind of dark chocolate dessert and blue cheese.14%abv

50ml Glass

£6.55

NEW ZELAND
Sticky Mickey Late Harvest Sauvignon Blanc Eradus, Marlborough 2014

37.50cl £32.85

Appealing aromas of apricots, dried fruit and honey on the nose. The palate shows mango, tropical
fruit and melon flavours and great limey acidity. A lingering, delicious finish. This wine will
complement rich sponge puddings, tarts and strong cheeses.12.5%abv
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Champagne GREAT HOUSE “GRANDE RESERVE”
Cuvée Spéciale
Glass £12.00

Bottle £49.50

A commendable blend of 75% Pinot Noir and 25% Chardonnay, left to mature in
the cellar for two years, which has brought out rich aromas
and a wonderful balance.
Sumptuous and mouth filling, a champagne to do justice to a meal or cause a stir
at cocktail time. 12%abv
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CHAMPAGNES BRUT
Michel Guilleminot, Brut Blanc de Noirs

NV
By the glass :

£55.00
£13.50

100% of pinot noir frappe giving a fruit-led, yet elegant aperitif-style bubbles. Look for fresh,
fragrant fruit on the nose, crunchy berry fruit flavours combining a classic biscuit note. 12%abv

Louis Roederer Brut Premier

NV

£72.00

Superbly balanced and tremendously elegant. Fine quality with a gorgeous
biscuity flavour. Desserves its reputation. 12 %abv

Moet & Chandon Brut Impérial

NV

£69.00

NV

£75.00

NV

£75.00

NV

£87.00

Pale gold with bountiful tiny bubbles. Aroma: delicately vinous with
a vine and lime blossom attack. Palate: fine, well-balanced; leaves
behind a sense of harmony and mellowness. 12 %abv

Pommery Brut Royal
Elegant and refined with quality. 12.5%abv

Veuve Clicquot Brut
Fuller and richer than many non-vintage champagnes, Clicquot is
a head-turning style. A superb marriage of freshness and power.
A fine aperitif and an absolute treat with oysters, 12 %abv

Bollinger, Special cuvée
Produced with high proportion of pinot noir which gives
Bolinger’s Special Cuvée wine, this unique presence.
A fine Champagne with depth and structure. 12 %abv

Cuvée Dom Pérignon

2006
Often spoken of as the King of Champagne, this vintage is rich and fully
ready to enjoy. Dom Perignon is named after the cellar master at Hautvillers
(1670-1715) who perfected the sparkling wine-making process that created
Champagne, the drink that we know today. 12.5 %abv

£265.00

Krug Grande Cuvée

£280.00

NV

Described as “multi vintage” rather than “non vintage”, Grande cuvée
Is considered by Rémi and Henri Krug to be their finest achievement.
Has a beautiful bouquet, elegance and length. 12 %abv
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CHAMPAGNES ROSÉS
Champagne Gruet Rosé

NV

£52.00

Superb pink Champagne. The taste is creamy and complex with a wonderful
rich Pinot Noir nose. You will love its fine bubbles revealing the red fruit aromas. 12%abv

Glass

£13.50

Laurent Perrier Rosé

NV

£91.50

A delicate Salmon pink coloured is followed by an explosion of delicate
flavours 12 %abv

Billecart Salmon Rosé

NV

£105.00

NV

£22.00

NV

£31.00

2013

£37.95

From this highly-acclaimed House, a delightful rosé with a charming,
fruity nose and palate with hints of roasted nuts. 12 %abv

SPARKLING WINES
A. Laurance, Private Collection, Loire, France
Light and festive 11%abv

Glass

£5.55

Prosecco Barocco Spumante extra dry, DOC, Veneto, Italy
A very well presented fully sparkling Prosecco which is light
and very refreshing style. 11 %abv

Crémant de Bourgogne Rosé, Louis Bouillot

100% Pinot noir produced in Nuits St George. The mousse is very refined and
colour a pretty pink. The bouquet is so reminiscent of fresh red fruit (raspberry and
strawberry) and the palate fresh and clean whilst retaining all that fruit. Superb wine. 12 %abv

Crémant de Bourgogne brut, Jean-Luc Joillot

NV

£37.95

Grown by a small producer with parcels in Puligny, Pommard and Beaune — this displays a real
energy on the palate, with accents of citrus and grapefruit.

Raboso Barocco NV, Veneto, Italy

NV

£31.00

A lovely Italian rosé from near Venice, soft and easy drinking , similar to Prosecco
in style with lifted red berry flavours. 11 %abv

Nyetimber, Brut 2003, England

2003

£69.00

Chardonnay 60%, Pinot noir 23% Pinot Meunier 17%
The memorable hot summer of 2003 has resulted in one of the fruitiest wines
from Nyetimber. Nyetimber’s Classic Cuvée 2003, which is made in Sussex
was crowned Champion of Worldwide Sparkling Wines in Bollicine del Mondo
completion run by the Italian magazine Euposia.
Birhgt and cheery start, compact and concentrated in fruit flavours of pink grapefruit, melon and
apricots. Very pure, lovely mineral. 12 %abv
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LOIRE WHITE
Muscadet Sevre & Maine Sur Lie, Chateau La Noe ,

2015

£19.95

2015

£22.60

2014

£25.45

2015

£27.85

2013

£28.15

2015

£28.90

2014

£39.25

2013

£30.20

Excellent example of a good Muscadet. Dry with body and fruit.
12 %abv

Sauvignon blanc Jean de Laroche
A wonderful glass of fruit driven sauvignon, with a crisp dry, yet
mellow, character and appealing aromatics. 12%abv

Mont de Joie, Sauvignon blanc
Monsieur Bourgeois, famous for his Sancerre, producers this quite
delicious wine. Elegant, fresh and wonderfully balanced. 12.5%abv

Sauvignon Vieilles Vignes Cuvée Mmm, Domaine Fournier
Exceptional value for money and flavour! 12.%abv

Valençay, Le Clos du Chateau, Claude Lafond,
A tiny vineyard of three hectares planted predominantly with
Sauvignon blanc and the remaining 20% with Chardonnay. A delicious
dry white with elegant intensity that builds on the palate. 13%abv

Vouvray Demi-Sec La Lanterne
Semi-dry, rich and intense Vouvray. 12%abv

Chinon Blanc, Domaine de la Noblaie, Loire, France.
This Domaine is now fully certified as Organic White Chinon is rare.
But serious growers have preserved their old Chenin vines
to allow them to produce enticing dry white with crisp acidity wines.

Quincy Domaine des Ballandors
Vibrant aromatic Sauvignon with a long crisp finish. 12.5%abv
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LOIRE WHITE
Savennieres, Domaine du Petit Metris

2013

£44.55

The tiny appellation of Savennieres is responsible for some sublime dry white wines from the
chenin blanc grape. Unique terroir and climate on the northern bank of the loire helps to create a
full flavoured style which is elegantly dry. 13,5%abv

Reuilly, La Raie, Claude Lafond

2015

£31.00

2015

£45.75

Anyone who enjoys Sauvignon Blanc from Sancerre or Pouilly Fumé,
willenjoy this tiny satellite neighbouring area of Reuilly. The lighter
sandiersoils create a softer Sauvignon blanc, yet the subtle minerality
is maintained. 13%abv

Sancerre Domaine Vincent Delaporte

From vines whose average age is over 35 years old, this Sancerre is crisp, zesty with great purity
and vibrancy.

Pouilly Fumé, Les Chaumiennes, A&E Figeat

2015

£33.70

This ancient estate has been in the Figeat family for generations.
Fresh and pure, this is a superb example of this clean, flinty, elegant wine.
12.5%abv

Pouilly Fumé Cuvée Prestige
Domaine des Fines Caillottes, Alain Pabiot

2012

Wine maker Alain Pabiot only produces his Cuvée Prestige in excellent
vintages. This is a multi-dimensional Sauvignon blanc with elegant
concentration of fruit and a crisp minerality. 13%abv

Saumur, Langlois-Château

£46.60

.

2014

£27.95

A pretty and approachable chenin blanc, contrasting freshness from Loire chalk against the white
flower and honey characteristics of the variety. 12%abv
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ALSACE WHITE

Gentil Hugel

2013

£32.80

Lively colour with light pistachio green reflections, bright and crystal clear,
foretelling freshness and crispness on the palate .Its bouquet is frank,
fragrant, clean and open. Dry, refreshing, tasty and flavourful, easy to
enjoy, its attractively crisp finish titillates the taste buds and quickly invites
you to take another sip. 12.5%abv

Gewurztraminer Princes Abbés, Domaine Schlumberger

2013

£44.40

2012

£34.65

Well structured, a good body and a splendid range of flavours –
spice, ginger, exotic fruit, grapefruit, litchi, passion fruit and floral notes.
Superb freshness with a beautiful long finish. 13.5%abv

Pinot Blanc Les Princes Abbés, Domaine Schlumberger
The robe is a light golden yellow with light golden reflections of good
Intensity. The wines shows a slender and lengthy character
without losing its freshness of the grape variety. 12.5%abv
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BEAUJOLAIS WHITE

Château Belleverne, Beaujolais Blanc

2010

£26.55

If you enjoy chardonnay in a pure un-oaked style with elegant layered fruit,
then experience the delights of white Beaujolais from an established family
domaine. 12.5%abv

BURGUNDY WHITE

CHABLIS
Chablis Les Serres Oudin

2014

£34.75

2015

£44.00

Mid intensity. Ripe pear and melon aromas. Real mineral quality.
Elegant and fresh first class Chablis from a fine Domaine. 12.5%abv

Chablis Domaine Alain Geoffroy

Its mellowness harmonizes perfectly with its vivacity on a solid structure
that illustrates perfectly the special nature of the wine. 12.5%abv

Chablis 1er Cru Beauroy, Alain Geoffroy

2014

Full and round - a perfect balance of rich, powerful flavours and
finesse, mellowness and freshness. Everything that was so appealing
on the nose reaffirms itself on the taste. The finish leaves us blissfully
happy with mouthfilling voluptuousness. 13%abv
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£56.25

BURGUNDY WHITE
COTE DE BEAUNE
Auxey Duresses La Macabree, Olivier Leflaive

2014

£48.85

The richness of this appellation is evident even on the nose with notes
of warm brioche and cream. The palate has a velvety texture with some spiced, baked apple
character, which is cut through with a lovely minerality and stony acidity. 12.5%abv

Chorey-les-Beaune, Maillard

2011

£51.95

Only a handful of growers make white Chorey but this example is reminiscent of Meursault.
A remarkable structure, mouth filling but light on its feet. 13%abv

St-Aubin En Remilly 1er Cru Olivier Leflaive

2014

£53.55

Classic Burgundian finesse from Saint-Aubin, one of the wine trade's 'insider' appellations.
The Saint-Aubin appellation lies high on the same slope as Puligny-Montrachet's Grand Crus,
and its wines offer more than a taste of its neighbour's finesse at a fraction of the price.
Olivier Leflaive's Saint Aubin offers subtle hazelnut-cream flavours and textural richness.
Chardonnay with dry, and medium bodied. 13%abv

Saint Romain Sous le Chateau, Violot Guillemard

2013

£61.30

Fine and traditionnally classic white Burgundy produced near Meursault.
Gently oaked and developing a soft and complexbuttery style. 13%abv

Pernand Vergelesse, Olivier Lefaivre

2011

£65.85

The perfume, purity and poise of this wine is very similar to that of
Corton-Charlemagne .Lightly creamy with a tangy, mineral edge,
showing notes of ripe pear and green apples. Very fine and graceful. 13%abv

Puligny Montrachet Les Meix, Olivier Leflaive

2012

£77.00

Bright gold in colour with flashes of green. The nose shows orchard fruits, perfumed
by white flowers. On the palate this wine is a perfect balance of minerality and opulent,
creamy fruit. 14%abv

Chassagne Montrachet Villages, Dom Bachelet-Ramonet

2013

£81.25

Old vine fruit produces this richly textured wine, balanced with a taut, stony minerality. Bright and
deep gold in colour. The nose is complex with layers of white flowers, orchard fruits, hints of citrus
and subtle toasted oak. The palate is full of concentrated fruits, round and opulent, but balanced
with a pronounced minerality that gives the wine its elegance. 13%abv

Meursault vieilles vignes, Domaine Pernot Belicard

2012

£145.00

If you are after text book Meursault, Pernot Belicard makes some of the best we have ever tried!
Minute quantities are available made from old low yielding vines. Rich, creamy and toasty in style
and beautifully balanced. 13,5%abv
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BURGUNDY WHITE

COTE CHALONNAISE
Montagny 1er Cru Vignerons Buxy
Ticks all the boxes for classic white Burgundy flavours

2014

£36.00

2013

£34.60

of creamy stone fruit, dairy butter, almond and toasts. 13%abv

Rully La Chatelienne Olivier Leflaive

This is a bright, vivacious little number, wearing its heart on its sleeve.
Grapefruit and lime zest combine with crisp apple fruit and vague floral
notes to produce an exuberant style, up front and easy,
with strong mineral tonality. 12.5%abv

COTE MACONNAISE
Mâcon Chaintre, Les Champs Bardes Vieilles Vignes

2015

£35.50

A very good Macon made from low yield old vines, refreshing and minerally crisp. 13%abv

Mâcon-Solutré, Le Moulin de Pont

2014

£27.30

The nose is surprisingly full showing ripe stone fruit, mixed with almond and marzipan. The palate
is elegant and has a characteristic freshness which is balanced by orchard fruit. 13%abv

Saint Véran, Esprit des Lieux, Prissé

2014

£28.50

2014

£53.35

Delicious fruit on the palate and impressive clarity of flavor. 13%abv

Pouilly-Fuissé, Vielles Vignes, Maison Auvigue

Pale lemon in colour. At first, the nose can be a little restrained, but slowly
opens up to reveal pretty but concentrated, rich, stone fruit and crushed sea-shells.
The palate has the same concentration and depth but has a brilliant acidity and
freshness to balance. The finish is very long and elegant. 13%abv

Pouilly-Fuissé, Maison Matisco

2014

£60.15

Owned by two brothers. Their vision is to produce exceptional Pouilly Fuisse with only the lightest
touch of oak. Chardonnay 100%. 13%abv
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RHONE-VALLEY WHITE
Côtes du Rhône Prieuré St Julien

2013

£21.95

2014

£28.85

Spicy fresh nose and a full complex palate. 13.5%abv

Côtes du Rhône Les Becs Fins, Tardieu-Laurent

A very pretty, shimmering gold straw in colour, this presents an
attractive blend of orchard and stone fruit, delicately spiced and
hinting at floral and honeyed notes. Beautifully balanced, rounded,
opulent and fresh, both the nose and palate are deliciously aromatic. 13.5%abv

Sablet, Côtes du Rhône-Village Blanc Domaine de Paugier

2014

£35.60

2013

£36.95

2013

£53.50

Made with fairly equal parts of Clairette, Grenache Blanc, Viognier and
Roussanne all from 30 year old vineyards. 13.5%abv

Crozes-Hermitage Domaine des Entrefaux
Bright peach and apricot blossom aromas prepare the palate for soft,
balanced fruit and acid that so complement Mediteranean cuisine.
Put it near an olive and it leaps out of the glass! 12.5%abv

Châteauneuf-du-Pape blanc, Domaine Juliette Avril

Very little white Chateauneuf-du-Pape is produced, but this gem of a wine
is worth the experience. Blend of Grenache blanc, Bourboulenc, Clairette
and Roussane offers a richness of character linked to elegant fruit. 14%abv

Saint – Peray Blanc, Vieilles Vignes, Tardieu-Laurent

2013

£49.00

Rich gold in colour with green lights, it is immediate appealing.
The nose presents lovely stone fruit, leesy and exotic, rich in old vine intensity,
punctuated by mineral notes. The palate is rather sophisticated. 14.5%abv

La Tabardonne, Viognier, Domaine St Amant

2011

Even established Condrieu producers from the north of the region have
been happy to sample (and purchase!) this wine on the premise of quality
and value for money. 100%Viognier grapes from low yielding vineyards
high up in the hills near Gigondas, barrel fermented and then matured to
produce a svelt and elegantly balanced wine.
This could well be the Condrieu of the southern Rhone! 13.5%abv
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£40.00

BORDEAUX WHITE
La Combe de Grinou Bergerac blanc

2015

£23.75

Fabulous yet slightly honeyed fruits that will evolve thourought the year dry. 12%abv

Côtes de Gascogne ‘Côté’, Domaine du Tariquet

2015

£25.45

A flagship wine from a groundbreaking producer, this atypical blend of chardonnay and sauvignon
blanc neatly combines the rounded opulence and zesty citrus acidity of both varieties

Château Haut Pasquet

2014

£24.90

A blend of Sauvignon Blanc and a touch of Semillon creates a lively dry
white with fresh minerally fruit; full flavoured without the influence of oak.
12.5%abv

LANGUEDOC & SOUTH WEST WHITE
Gaillac sec, Au Manoir, A. Subileau,

2012

£20.00

2015

£24.85

Delightfully fruity refreshing dry white using a blend of Mauzac,
Len de l’El and Sauvignon. 12%abv

Languedoc blanc, Hecht & Bannier

Unoaked Picpoul and Roussane. Soft and flavoursome white wine. 13.5%abv

Herri Mina, Jean-Claude Berrouet, Irouléguy,

2014

£33.40

From an often overlooked part of France,Irouleguy, in the Basque country, this combines excellent
value with complexity. A refreshing change, this is a blend of Gros Manseng, Petit Courbu and Petit
Manseng - aromatic and enticing. Intriguing, flirtatious and intensely mineral - this is a great food
wine. 13.5%abv

Picpoul de Pinet

2015

£23.85

This is an old Languedoc grape variety. A pale lemon appearance – a discreet nose of white
flowers and citrus aromas – gentle and refreshing with apricots kernel and lime notes, crisp acidity
and a silky mouth-feel. The perfect aperitif. 12.5%abv

Tournée du Sud -Viognier

2015

£25.00

A cispy and fresh, with fresh peach, apple and white pepper flavours. An impressive length.
13%abv
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ENGLAND WHITE
Pinot Noir Blanc de Noirs, Martin’s Lane Vineyard, Maldon, Essex

2013

£47.35

this Pinot Noir Blanc de Noirs wine fulfils all the berry fruit characteristics
of the Pinot Noir grape combining aromas of spice, honey and melon for a rich,
smooth and silky wine with great length, balance and structure, a serious wine indeed!

GERMANY WHITE

Riesling Kabinett, Klusserather St Michael Mosel Germany

2014

£18.75

Vibrantly fresh and fruity, this is a classic Riesling with a matching structure and clean finish.
9.5%abv

AUSTRIA WHITE
Gruner Veltliner, Weingut Rabl, Kamptal

2014

£31.40

Gruner Veltliner is Austria’s signature white grape variety and is the perfect introduction to the
quality in store for you when you start exploring the wines of this country. Get ready for a dry,
light bodied fruit driven style with crisp appealing flavours.

SPAIN WHITE
Albarino, Diluvio, D.O. Rias Baixas,

2014

£32.80

Albarino is the grape variety native to Galicia in north west Spain; think of it as a Spanish
‘muscadet’, as its ample acidity is married to wonderfully textured fruit to create the perfect
partner for seafood and fish dishes. 12.5%abv

Godello, Ondas del Alma, Pazo das Tapias

2014

£28.95

From the region of Monterrei, the local grape variety Godello makes fresh white with real
personality. A very attractive zesty fresh wine . 13%abv

MACEDONIA WHITE
Zilavka, Stobi Winery, Tikves, Macedonia.

2013

£27.35

We enjoy throwing a curved ball at our customers who know their Greek history, introducing you
to the delights of one of Eastern Europe’s traditional grape varieties. It’s woven, fruity aromatics
introduce lively spicy flavours with layered fruit giving the palate a sound foundation. There is a
tiny portion of Chardonnay included in the blend which remains discreet, and the overall package
is there to partner seafood, fish and white meat dishes.
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ITALY WHITE
Sauvignon Blanc La Tunella

2015

£24.80

The Zorzettig family have run this winery in Friuli's Eastern hills (Colli Orientali)
since the 1960s. In 1991, they replaced many vines with classic, international varieties
and introduced a brand new winery. Results were spectacular!
Dry, Light bodied. 13%abv

Gavi Salluvii Castelari Bergaglio,

2015

£35.50

Crisp with notes of white flower blossom and streaks of lemony acidity Castellari Bergaglio
specialise in making Gavi. The family just produce wines from 100% estate grown fruit from their
own vineyards. This exceptional Gavi is fermeneted and aged in stainless steel to preserve the
pronounced minerally characteristics of the wine. 13.5%abv

Gavi di Gavi Fratelli Levis

2015

£26.25

Ripe pear and white flowers dominate in this elegant and appealing Gavi di Gavi.
Wine is the lifeblood of the quiet town of Gavi, nestled snugly in the South Eastern corner
of Piedmont in Northern Italy. Fratelli Levis' Gavi di Gavi is pretty and perfumed
with notes of orchard fruit. Dry, Light bodied. 12.5%abv

Grillo, Ca di Ponti, Sicily, Italy

2014

£19.45

Grillo is the grape variety that is introducing us to the delights of Sicily’s white wines. A dry style
with ripe melon and apple flavours linked to a rich long palate. 13.5%abv

Pinot Grigio, Trefili, Veneto

2015

£23.70

A delicious Pinot Grigio for enjoyment as an aperitif and yet it has both colour
and structure to match with various cuisine. Expect a pleasurable dry white
with ample fruit on the palate. 12%abv

PORTUGAL WHITE
Planalto Blanco

2012/13

£21.95

2012

£31.40

From the land of the Port comes this aromatic, fresh and naturally
flavoursome white wine. 12.5%abv

Pomares Blanco Douro

With such a diverse range of grape varieties (here we have Gouveio, Viosinho and Rabigato)
Portugal has emerged as one of the most exciting destinations for exploring new wine styles.
Their white wines have come of age in the last ten years and we are delighted to be able to add
this vibrant dry white to our list. Made at the Quinta Nova estate which is also home to a fabulous
hotel that looks across the stunning Douro valley. Hardly surprising therefore that American
Airlines Travel magazine voted it as one of the ‘must see’ wineries in the world.
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SOUTH AFRICA WHITE

Chenin Blanc, Forge Mill Cellars

2015/16

£20.50

A refreshing fruit driven dry white wine which is enjoying a revival in the
Cape Winelands.
The Chenin grape is an ideal partner to a variety of freshwater and seafood
dishes with its crisp clean acidity and ample richness emanating from
an excellent quality vintage. 13%abv

Blanc de Mer, Bouchard Finlayson, Walker Bay

2014

£45.35

Peter Finlayson 's Estate is situated in the cooler climate of Walker bay, making it ideal for classic
white varieties. Here a steely Riesling dominates the blend with an aromatic Viognier, plus a touch
of Chenin and Chardonnay. A dry style with elegant fruit that makes the wine ideal for patnering a
seafood platter.13,5%abv

AUSTRALIA WHITE

The Lane Block 1A Chardonnay– Adelaide Hills,

2015

£32.80

There is a pleasing texture on the palate, which offers smooth layers of ripe, creamy stone fruit
balanced by refreshing acidity. This wine is typical of The Lane style – the very best of ‘old world’
structural refinement and ‘new world’ fruit exuberance. 12.5%abv

Pinot Grigio, The River Retreat, Trentham, Murray River

2015

£26.25

The grapes ripen to provide colour and texture heralding more intense flavours. The dry fresh fruit
driven style is still the signature we expect of Pinot grigio but the reward in the glass is greater.
12.5%abv

U.S.A. WHITE
Chardonnay, Secret Cellars, Montery County

2014

£36.25

Chardonnay that is elegant and minerally in character. By harvesting the grapes in the cool of the
night, the premium quality of the fruit is retained. 13.5%abv
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NEW ZEALAND WHITE
Ana Sauvignon blanc, Marlborough

2016

£25.85

Ana is named after the Eradus family’s first grandchild.
This New Zealand Sauvignon is special because it has all the New World style
fruit on the bouquet and palate, but it is different because it’s finish is far
more similar to an Old World style Sauvignon. Brilliant wine. 13%abv

Sauvignon blanc Weka, Ohau

2015

£32.95

A zesty, crip Sauvignon Blanc with lifted flavours of passion fruit and citrus fruit.
Beautifully balanced and very appealing. 13.5%abv

Blondie, Blanc de Pinot Noir, The Wooing Tree

2015

£63.40

A white wine from a black grape? It happens in the Champagne region so why not in New
Zealand. A gentle crush of the Pinot Noir grapes allows the wine to retain an elegant hue of
colour, with lovely aromas and flavours of stone fruit and grapefruit heralding layers of enticing
textures. 13.5%abv

Sauvignon blanc, Herringbone Hills, Marlborough

2015

£29.95

Pungent, herbaceous nose with citrus and hints of passion fruit and elderflower.
Crisp and dry with herbaceous notes and lovely fruit, green citrus leading to
more tropical flavours. Finishes clean and crisp making it really quite refreshing. 12.5%abv

Chardonnay Waipara Springs Estate

2013

£31.60

The harvest of 2008 consisted of a hot dry midsummer followed by a cooler March
leading into autumn. This has resulted in wines of elegance and finesse with good
levels of natural acidity and an intense minerality on the palate with ripe fruit flavours.
14%abv

Pinot Gris Eradus Single Vineyard, Awatere valley

2015

£31.85

Pale lemon in colour> The nose displays dainty aromas of white peach, pear and stone fruits.
On the palate, the wine is elegant and smooth with fresh fruits flavours and zesty acidity.
A fresh, fruty wine with mouth-watering minerality and expression of flavours.
14%abv
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BRAZIL WHITE
Moscato sec, virtus, serra gaucha

2012

£27.55

Brazil is going to be in the limelight for the next four years as hosts to
the World Cup and the Olympics, creating an opportunity for their wines to perform
on the world stage. This is an aromatic, yet dry, Moscato from the Serra Gaucha region
a real treat, full of flavour with a lively rich signature to create an enticing aperitif or
food partner. 12%abv

Chardonnay, Da’Divas, Lidio Carraro

2011

£42.35

Lidio Carraro is Brazil’s most forward looking boutique winery producing
excellent quality wines; their Chardonnay is un-oaked and refreshingly made
in a ‘francophile’ style thereby avoiding the blockbuster flavours of the ‘New World’
whilst still delivering power and elegance. 13%abv

CHILE WHITE
Panul, Sauvignon blanc, Lontue Valley

2016

£18.95

This is an excellent full flavoured non-oaked wine from Chile’s
largest owned estate, with the grapes being organically produced. 13%abv

Gewurztraminer Los Gansos

2015

£21.70

Greenish yellow in colour, this displays a complex and expressive
nose of rose petals and lychee -.rich, opulent and persistent. 13,5%abv

Casa Marin “Estero Vineyard”, sauvignon gris, San Antonio

2012

£42.90

One of new breed of top flight Chilean wines.Grown in the ultra cool climate san Antonio valley,
just a few miles from the Pacific Ocean. The grapevariety originates from With a striking nose of
ripe blackurrant, this is very rounded in ntexture and flavour. Different, highly concentrated and
delicious. 13,5%abv

ARGENTINA WHITE
Pinot gris Riserva’ Fairtrade, Santa Florentina, Famatina Valley

2012

£20.60

What a refreshing change from Pinot Grigio – organically produced grapes go into making this
delightful wine. With a fragrant bouquet, clean, crisp palate and a lovely soft finish. Recently
awarded “Fairtrade” status. 12.5%abv

Torrontes Bodega Piedra Negra, Alta Coleccion, Mendoza
Torrontes is the flag ship unique white grape of Argentina making
beautiful aromatic wines with hint of lynchee fruit flavours. Delicious
13.5%abv
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2014

£29.15

BEAUJOLAIS RED
Beaujolais Villages, Château Belleverne

2013

£29.00

2012

£28.55

2011

£35.85

Very typical light good colour, fruity, slithly pepper/spicy taste
No tannin, easy drinking. 12.5%abv

Morgon Cotes Du Py René Passot
Refined, stylish and smooth Gamay, deep in colour and packed with
lively fruitiness. 12.5%abv

Fleurie Domaine du Point du Jour, Depardon
Jocelyne Depardon’s wines are always a delight to experience.
Her Fleurie entices all the best characteristics of the Gamay grape
into a glass- smooth, ripe and full flavoured. 12.5%abv

Fleurie Le Viver, Claude Grosjean

2015

£43.50

2013

£46.25

This wine has notes of violets and blackcurrant
with a silky structure and can be enjoyed lightly chilled. 12.5%abv

Moulin-a-vent Cœur de Terroirs, Vieilles Vignes, Labruyere

A fabulous, walled vineyard, a south-facing site alongside the iconic windmill.
A 100% gamay wine with high quality fruit.
Elegant, round and dense wine. 13%abv

Brouilly, Vieilles Vignes, Domaine Moulin de Favre

2015

£35.75

2014

£36.75

A tiny estate owned by Cecile and Armand Vernus, whose old
Gamay vines are carefully nurtures to produe intense yet
smoothly balance Brouilly. 13%abv

Julienas, Domaine du Clos du Fief, Michel Tête
Bursting with vibrant cherry and strawberry aromas
and a ripeness and warmth on the palate. There is also structure
and texture alongside the juicy, luscious fruit. 13%abv
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BURGUNDY RED
COTE DE CHALLON
Bourgogne Pinot Noir Buissonnier Cote Chalonnaise

2014

£27.40

Fine and good value Burgundian Pinot Noir is very difficult to find. This charming Chalonnaise
Pinot has a refined strawberry aroma and genuine finesse and weight. 12.5%abv

COTE DE NUITS
Nuit St Georges Vieille Vignes Philippe Gavignet

2013

£79.50

This wine comes from the small family run property of Philippe Gavignet.
Garnet coloured. The nose shows ripe red berry fruits. On the palate, the wine
is structured and fleshy with an immediate fruity appeal, rather typical of the
2007 vintage : a generous gourmet wine, rather forthcoming and in finesse and
not over-extracted in style. 13%abv

COTE DE BEAUNE
Hautes Côtes de Beaune, Domaine Joillot

2013

£35.80

Delicate but still fine Burgundian Pinot Noir with strawberry fruit characters
and surprising length. 12.5%abv

Cuvée Margot Olivier Leflaive,

2013

£35.15

Named after Olivier Leflaive ‘s daughter, this outstanding pure Pinot Noir
has a glorious colour, bouquet and palate for such a young wine. 12.5%abv

Côtes de Beaune Village, Olivier Leflaive

2011

Bright ruby in colour. The nose shows highly perfumed summer fruits with
a darker layer of spiced, dried fruit and black cherries. The palate reflects
the nose – summer pudding with a heady dash of pepper. 13%abv
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£40.80

BURGUNDY RED
(Suite)

Savigny Les Beaune, Domaine de Serrigny

2012

£65.50

When Francine and Marie Laure Serrigny’s parents suddenly died in 1995, they were obliged to
take control of the vineyards and the cellars. Initially no help was offered from the local
community, until one of the older vineyard workers visited, under the cover of darkness, to offer
practical advice! To-day their expertise and success has won the respect of the community and can
be seen in their delicious wines. 13%abv

Savigny Les Beaune, "Aux Grand Liards", Jean-Michel Giboulot

2014

£48.80

Grown at the foot of the slope north of the village, a racy wine with an interesting note of
peppery spice to its dark fruit. 13%abv

Beaune 1er cru Toussaints, Domaine Xavier Monnot

2012

£93.00

A vintage which has matured to show the Pinot Noir grape in
its most charming format. Smooth velvety red berry fruit combines
With a touch of vanilla from time in oak.. A wine with both elegance and charm. 13.5%abv

Pommard Les Vignots, Domaine Xavier Monnot

2009

£81.00

2014

£65.00

A wine from a single vineyard, Les Vignot..
This Pommard has got grace, power and depth of flavour,
Yet the wine is beautifully structured by soft tannins. 13%abv

Pommard, Jean-Luc Joillot

Although mature, this is still firmly masculine in bearing - cool and earthy black cherry fruit in a
well-tailored suit. 13%abv

Chorey-les-Beaune, Maillard

2012

Elegant and complex with fine tannins supporting a pretty framework of red berry flavours.
13%abv
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£51.95

RHONE VALLEY RED
Cotes du Rhone Rouge, Vignobles Gonnet

2015

£23.65

A beautifully made slice of “Rhone in a bottle”, from innovative family winemakers
Garnet red in colour with violet, chocolate and dried herb notes on the nose. More of the same on
the palate, balanced perfectly with spicy liquorice, dark fruit and a fresh acidity. Rustic, yet elegant
on the finish. 14%abv

Chusclan Cotes du Rhone Villages Les Genets

2015

£28.25

2014

£30.75

Glorious Southern Rhone red made from parcels
of old vines, deep and long flavours resonant of Chateauneuf. 14.5%abv

Organic Cote du Rhone Old Vines, Domaine la Guintrandy

Most respected domaine in the region. Low yielding old vines. Grenche makes up around 80% of
the blend with syrah, mourvedre. A beautifull, supple Cote du Rhone with hints of spice. 14%abv

Sablet ‘Rêve de Marine’, Domaine de Piaugier

2013

£36.00

Unusually for the appellation, this is 100% syrah — rich and concentrated, with a welcome mineral
coolness to the dark fruit and violet palate

Côtes du Rhône Villages, Les Becs Fins, Tardieu-Laurent

2015

£37.85

Deeply coloured this has a wonderfully evocative nose, rich in seductive red and
black fruit. This sees no wood as the goal is to preserve fruit purity, sweet, ripe and
beautifully balanced with an earthy minerality. 14.5%abv

Châteauneuf du Pape L’or de Line

2013

£44.15

Some consider this appellation to be somewhat overrated.
However this delicious Chateauneuf, made by Gerard Jacumin in a traditional style,
an intense, complex and deeply flavoursome wine that will never disappoint. 14%abv

Gigondas, Domaine des Florets

2012

£45.35

A wonderfull blend of Grenache and Syrah grapes offering ripe soft fruit flavours
Linked to a subtle spice and pepper finish. 14%abv

Crozes Hermitage, Philippe & Vincent Jaboulet

2012

£46.95

The name Jaboulet is immediately associated with some of the finest wines of the northern
Rhone; their Crozes Hermitage is 100% Syrah, honed to a deep intense colour with ripe red berry
fruit wrapped around soft spice and pepper flavours.13%abv
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RHONE VALLEY RED (Suite)
Vacqueyras Domaine de Vervine

2014

£53.15

A Domaine producing simply amazing rich yet soft, spicy,
Syrah based red of great quality which, if it were Chateauneuf du Pape,
would be selling for considerably more. 15%abv

Rasteau Vieilles Vignes, Tardieu Laurent

2014

£49.90

Jet-shot plum in colour, this is entacing from the outset, concentrated, spiced black and red fruit,
tobacco leaf and cedar, refreshed by haunting, ethereal citrus notes- bitter orange peel – a
characterstic of old Grenache. The palate is richly textured, succulent, layered and complex with
significant, well integrated tannins. 14%abv

Côte-Rotie, Cuvee Ampodium Domaine R.Rostaing

2013

£102.00

Exceptional, benchmark Cote-Rotie from headline producer Rostaing. 100% Syrah. Plum cherry, in
colour, this presents a spiced nose with very obvious white pepper and nutmeg to the fore, allied
to lafy notes, black and red fruits and minerals. – Fresh on finish with iodine and pepper-spic.
13%abv

LANGUEDOC/ROUSSILLON RED
Carignan, Vielles Vignes, Martinfort, L’Herault

2015

£25.90

Carignan has for many years been the backbone of red wine production in this region; by using old
vines there is a natural tendency for the crop to be smaller at vintage time allowing a more
concentrated flavour to be achieved. Red and black fruit with a touch of spice and soft integrated
tannins that have benefited from the warm growing season o southern France.

Château des Cedres, Cahors

2012

£48.95

This is a family run estate which gained full organic certification in 2009. Made from 90% malbec
and 10 % tannat grapes, matured in oak for 22 months. A delicious red with fleshy black fruit,
powerful and intense with an impressive fresh texture. 14%abv

Domaine des Trinites, Coteaux du languedoc

2007

£48.95

A fine example of the skill in blending very old Carignan vines with Grenache and Syrah. A perfect
expression of the wines in this region. 14%abv

Faugères, Hecht & Bannier

2012

£43.95

20km North from Béziers. Syrah, Grenache, Carignan, Mourvèdre, Cinsault.
Intense and complex star made in his tiny but fabulous Languedoc appellation.
Rich, spicy fruit characters combine with classy oak characters to make a truly classy wine.
14.5%abv

Intense de Claude Vialade, Cote de Roussillon Villages

2013

£25.20

AOP Languedoc. Carignan, Grenache and Syrah. Rock roses and spice for the nose. Fat and fleshy
for the taste. This wine will be perfectly suitable throughout the meal.13%abv
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LANGUEDOC/ROUSSILLON RED
(Suite)
Cabernet Sauvignon, Vieilles Vignes, Domaine de la Jasse

2013

£30.00

There is a very pronounced, perfumed aroma, with ripe blackberries, sweet spice and a toasty oak
aroma. The palate is beautifully round and rich but with a pleasant freshness, accenting the cherry
fruit and a slight hint of vanilla from the oak. Succulent and complex with a long, satisfying finish.
14%abv

Château La Poujade, Cahors
2014
£33.75
A rich full bodied red from the original home of Malbec. Aged in oak to soften the wine and add
complexity, this dense, rich opaque red is what good Cahors should be about. 13.5%abv
Corbieres, Les Forts de Bories-Azeau

2013

£20.90

A great example of the quality of wine emanating from the south of France recently. Corbieres is
one of the biggest appellations in the Languedoc> Jerome Bories-Azeau has blended the region’s
signature grapes : syrah, Grenache and carignan to craft a delicious warming red. Deeply coloured,
with a soft, silky texture and ripe, supple tannins. Bramble fruits and spice are to the fore here,
with a lingering finish 13.5%abv

CORSICA RED
Domaine Fiumivicoli, Corse Sartene

2015

£38.50

This gorgeous seductive red wine gives you a wonderful experience of Corsica. Made from two of
the local grapes, Niellucio and Sciacarello together with some syrah, give a full of soft juicy red
berry fruit with a touch of spice and pepper. Organic wine. 13%abv

LOIRE RED
Saumur Champigny Lieu-dit Les Villaises Cave de Saumur

2014

£24.00

Serious, elegant and fine, this Cabernet Franc is made in tiny quantities from
an old site in Saumur Champigny. Grapes used in the production of this tiny 'lieu-dit'
(named vineyard) are grown on the site of an ancient, third century Roman villa!
Les Villaises vineyard is based on a small outcrop of chalky soil, producing smooth and
silky Cabernet Franc with fruit compote flavours and delicate balsamic notes. 12.5%abv

Chinon, Les Chiens Chiens, Domaine de la Noblaie

2012

£36.90

Whilst the Domaine received full Organic certification in 2014, the process had begun five years
previously, so the wine at this stage is made according to a strict organic practice. Typically for the
appellation this is a Cabernet Franc, but made by a winemaker who has crafted the best
characteristics from this red variety. Intense in colour with ripe, structured, red and black fruit that
warms the palate – ideal for red meat dishes, baked ham and cheeses such as Brie, Cheshire or
soft blues. 12.5%abv

St Nicolas de Bourgueil, Les Graviers, Domaine du Bourg

2014

£33.85

Exceptional, richer styled cabernet franc made organically by meticulous wine maker F. Mabileau.
Careful hand selection and later harvesting is the key to the ripe forest fruit flavours of Mabileau’s
wine, while ancient gravel soils and dry climate are the key to their minerality and finesse.A
medium dry wine. 12%abv
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BORDEAUX RED
Château Haut Pasquet Grand vin de Bordeaux

2012

£26.15

2014

£29.45

Medium bodied with mature fruit and well integrated oak. Traditional
Bordeaux drinking beautifully now. 13%abv

Château de Seguin, Bordeaux Supérieur

Fine cassis fruit with elegant definition and appealing length; a hint of spicy oak is now properly
integrated. 13%abv

1ère COTES DE BLAYE
GRAVES DE VAYRES
Château La Fleur des Graves

2012

£25.95

Rich and complex in the mouth with red fruit aromas intertwines with vanilla, wood and delicate
spice flavours. Expressing freshness and richness as well as good complex aromas. 13%abv

Château L’Avocat

2012

£47.80

Deep coloured, leafy black fruit smell. Plum fruit on the palate. A clean and decent length.
Cabernet sauvignon and merlot. A dry wine. 13%abv

Château de Chantegrives

2005

£39.05

The lovely garnet-coloured Chateau de Chantegrives is an even blend of cabernet sauvignon and
merlot. Delightfully complex without being overripe, the wine shows black fruit and light tost,
supported by subtle tannins, Mineral flavours.13.50%abv

SAINT EMILION
Château St Christophe St Emilion Grand Cru

2012

£41.95

2009

£58.00

This family owned Chateau consistently produces velvety, rich and
generous fruit driven St Emilion wines. A truly delicious claret supple
and fruity. 13%abv

Châteaux les Giraudels de Milon, St Emilion Grand Cru

A blend of 75% Merlot with 25% Cabernet Sauvignon allows the wine to have an attractive core of
red fruit flavours linked to firm structure of tannin – a style that cries out to be married to red meat
dishes and cheese selections.

Château Barrail du Blanc St Emilion Grand Cru

2014

£47.35

Deepest ruby in colour, silky palate with generous, sweet flavours. A succulent, medium-weight
concentration and nice fresh lengh. 13%abv
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BORDEAUX RED
(suite)
MOULIS
Château Maucaillou

2004

£40.00

Château Maucaillou’s wines have a fine colour, rich in tannin, developing a subtle, fruity aromatic
power. A generous and full bodied wine ; a good capacity to age. Cabernet sauvignon, petit verdot
and merlot. 13% abv.

SAINT ESTEPHE
Château de PEZ, Cru Bourgeois

1999

£66.25

A full bodied and rich red wine from cabernet sauvignon and merlot. A mature drinking Bordeaux :
dark in colour, confident nose, lovely fruit in mouth, great length, sweet on finish. No Filtration.
13% abv.

POMEROL
Château Lagrange

2013

£54.65

95% Merlot, 5% Cabernet Franc on clay-limestone. 12-16 months in barrel.
Great position, next to Troplong Mondot and Trottevieille, opposite Ausone.
Good southern exposure. 13%abv

L’hospitalet de Gazin

2011

£53.70

Only 2000 cases of L'Hospitalet, second wine of Chateau Gazin, are produced annually.
The cepage is predominantly Merlot which accounts for 90%, then 3% Cabernet Franc
and 7% Cabernet Sauvignon. The average age of the vines is 35 years.
Handled by Christian Moueix of Petrus, this classy Pomerol displays elegant berry fruit,
freshness and balance. It will drink well from 2011 to 2016. 13.5%abv

Chateau Hermitage Mazeyres

2012

£87.25

An 18th century estate situated on the Pomerol plateau making elegant and stylish wine from
Merlot and Cabernet Franc. Fruity with a subtle touch of spice. Good with beef and lamb. 13.%abv

LALANDE DE POMEROL
Chateau Siaurac

2009

£59.40

Owned and now managed by the same family since 1832. Merlot and cabernet franc grapes are
superbly crafted. 13.%abv
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BORDEAUX RED
(suite)

MEDOC / HAUT MEDOC
Château Rousseau de Sipian Medoc

2011

£36.35

Moulin de la Lagune, Château La Lagune, 3ème Cru Haut Médoc 2011

£79.30

Once again, a fantastic Bordeaux that offers value for money
Brilliant nose of bramble fruit, lovely dense colour, firm rich dry
tannin and good length on the palate. 13%abv

La Lagune has been consistently making excellent wine over the
last twenty years:Moulin de la Lagune offers the chance to enjoy
a delicious glass of claret. 13%abv

Château de Lamarque Haut Médoc

2012

£48.10

Good red fruit. Quite fresh, with a nice tobacco note. Very savoury red fruit suppleness.
Dry, but good quality of fruit, medium body and some elegance. 13%abv

MARGAUX
Château Paveil de Luze

2008

£42.75

This family owned Chateau has benefitted from huge investment in recent years.
This elegant and refined wine bears testament to this. Delicious. 12.5%abv

PESSAC LEOGNAN
Château Pique Caillou

2012

£46.00

Nicely concentrated cassis and violet fruit, broad and open. Vanilla and coconut on the 1st nose
but then aromas of anise, peach and pear come through. A vibrant and then soft lingering
warmth. 13%abv
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SPAIN RED
Ayres de Escal, D.O.Q. Priorat

2012

£35.85

The once abandoned region of Priorat has been re-discovered by a band of passionate wine
makers who believe the old Carignan and Grenache vines which cling to the steep hillsides can
indeed produce superb wines once again. Ayres de Escal hopefully proves to you that their efforts
have been worthwhile! 14%abv

Tempranillo, Old vines Reserva, Navarro Lopez

2010

£22.75

A rich and spicy Tempranillo from the oldest winemaking region in Spain: Valdepeñas.
Deep rich cherry colour. In the nose, it represents aromas of ripe fruits. In the mouth, well
balanced although tannic
Round and full with great finesse and structure, this is a wine made for food! 13%abv

Rioja Cofrade, Semi-crianza, Bodega Medievo
This soft, oaked aged Tempranillo drinks like a Rioja Crianza.

2015

£21.50

A beautiful soft, smooth, modern and easy drinking wine. Rich and velvety
with a lovely rounded, mellow character. 13%abv

Rioja Ontanon, Tempranillo Crianza

2013

£29.00

90% Tempranillo grape variety with the remainder made up of Garnacha
and Viura varieties. Stainless steel vinification preserved the appealing soft
red berry fruits that makes young Rioja so enjoyable! 13%abv

Rioja Crianza, Soligamar

2013

£36.55

A lovely Rioja aged in American and French oak for just over 12 months,
made by Carmelo Ortega one of Spain’s most respected winemakers in Rioja
Simply delicious. 14%abv

PORTUGAL RED
Aneto Tinto

2011

£36.95

An award winning Portuguese wine from the Douro, the wine has intense blackberry style fruit
flavours with notes of coffee and spice. Simply delicious.

Opta Tinto, Dao

2012

£25.90

An exciting project which first began in 1991 has now blossomed into a highly respected wine
business spawning one of the leading table wines in the Dao region. Generally the styls here are
lighter and smoother compared to the Douro- even so this red is brimming with rich red berry
fruits combined with a touch of spice and herb. Grape varieties are Touriga Nacional, Alfrocheiro
and Jaen. 14%abv

Quinta de Chocapalha

2012

£32.85

Blend of indigenous Portuguese varietals from 16th century vineyards. Deep violet with a powerful
bouquet of ripe fruit, this tinto is elegant on the palate with soft tannins and vibrant acidity
leading to a long and expressive finish.14.5%abv
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ITALY RED
Montepulciano d'Abruzzo Roccastella Villa Bizzarri

2015

£20.60

Sophisticated Montepulciano from Abruzzo is often hard to find, but this offering from
Villa Bizzarri is leagues above the rest. A pure, expressive wine with ripe,
dark fruit and a lingering savoury spice. Dry, medium bodied. 1.5%abv

Valpolicella Classico Superior, Terre di Cariano

2013

£26.60

Dark ruby red, with intense aromas of blackcurrant, bitter almonds
and warm spice. Full, ripe and round on the palate, with impressive structure
a long, chocolaty finish. Perfect with red meat and cheese. 13%abv

Primitivo IGP Puglia

2014

£30.75

A rich yet modern, soft fruit driven style of Primitivo that is very impressive. 14%abv

Barbera d’Alba D.O.C Fratelli Levis, Piedmont

2014

£25.50

Fratelli’s Levi’s Barbera exudes deliciously fragrant aromas of blackberries and dried herbs, with
lightly spiced, red cherry and raspberry on the palate. With its refreshingly high acidity and soft
tannins, it is a fabulous wine to go with food – cheese-, but versatile enough to sip alone.
13.50 %abv

Baccolo Appassimento Parziale

2015

£25.90

Predominantly Merlot e Corvina with partial grapes over maturation and barrique ageing. A dark
Bordeaux colour with intense of spice and ripe fruit bouquet. Round and persistent in the mouth.
13%abv

Ripasso della Valpolicella Classico, Giacomo Montresor, Veneto

2014

£39.85

The leftover grape skins of the powerful Amarone wines are added ( Ripasso or / re-passed) to
the juice of Valpolicella for maceration and then fermentation; this creates more intensity and
flavour and offers a mid-way style between the bold, alcoholic Amarone and the easy drinking
style of classic Valpolicella.
14%abv

Amarone di Valpolicella Classico, Cecilia Beretta

2011

£72.65

Dark ruby red, with intense aromas of blackcurrant, bitter almonds
and warm spice. Full, ripe and round on the palate, with impressive structure
a long, chocolaty finish. Perfect with red meat and cheese. 15.5%abv

Amarone della Valpolicella, Giacomo Montresor, Veneto

2012

£91.00

Amarone is the product of carefully dried grapes that retain their natural sugars to deliver rich
concentrated juice ready for fermentation and subsequent ageing in casks before release. Alcohol
levels tend to be above 14%, but the wine remains perfectly balanced; this is a joy to drink with
bold meat dishes and an ideal partner to cheese. 15.5%abv

Barolo Ceretta Sordo, Piedmont

2008

£85.80

Magnificent single vineyard Barolo from a fifth generation family estate . A superb wine with
intense spicy and complex flavours from the Nebbiolo grape. 14%abv
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MACEDONIA RED

Vranec, Stobi Winery, Tikves, Macedonia.
2011
£27.35
Traditional red grape variety from this historic country just north of Greece. This is an unoaked style, yet the colour and concentration of the deep plum and cherry flavours give
the wine a warm spicy superstructure without any harsh tannins. Perfect for red meat
dishes and to accompany a range of cheeses

LEBANON RED

Château Musar, Gaston Hochar, Bekkaa Valley, Lebanon.

2003

£69.00

This has become such an iconic wine for a number of reasons – not least the vision and persistence
of Gaston Hochar to grow grapes and make wine in a war zone, whilst at times literally dodging
bullets, yet continually striving for quality. To-day the conditions are much improved, and Chateau
Musar delivers a rich cornucopia of flavour from three grape varieties ( Cabernet Sauvignon,
Cinsault and Carignan) which once matured in bottle, are a pleasure, an experience and a salute to
a dedicated team.14.5%abv

Massaya Classic, Bekaa Valley, Lebanon.

2013/14

£38.80

Take three dynamic winemaking families – The Hebrard from Cheval Blanc, St Emilion, The Bruniers
from Vieux Telegraphe, Chateauneuf du Pape and The Ghosn Brothers from Tanail, Bekaa. Create a
franco-lebanese collaboration in 1991 that drives a wine estate to international recognition for its
modern style of Lebanese wines. Using Cinsault as the majority grape in the blend alongside Syrah
and Cabernet sauvignon helps make the wine more approachable than its neighbour at Chateau
Musar.
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SOUTH AFRICA RED

Merlot Bainskloof

2014

£19.30

A fruity, easy drinking Merlot from well established, family owned Bergsig Estate.
Situated in the Breede River Valley, Bergsig Estate was established in 1843 and
is now run by the heirs of the founding family. Times may have changed but
their values have not, focusing on preservation of the surrounding environment. 13%abv

Shiraz, Guardian Peak, Stellenbosch

2014

£29.50

The shiraz grape is fast becoming one of the country’s most exciting wine style. Deep in colour
with flavours driven by black and red fruits. 14.5 %abv

Pinotage, Spice Route, Malmsbury

2015

£33.35

Perfumed plum aromas leading to slightly earthy and smoky notes as the wine
develops in the glass. The palate is medium bodied with fleshy dark fruit flavours,
well-structured tannins and lingering oak-spice laden length. 14%abv

Mont du Toit, Mont du Toit– Wellington, Paarl

2008

£46.00

Deep garnet in colour, slightly browing at the rim. The nose is appetizing with dark fruit compote,
spice and milk chocolate. The palate is juicy and moreish, with cassis, coffee and warm spice,
all balanced with a lovely freshness. 14.5%abv

The Chocolate Block, Boekenhoutskloof,

2014

£57.80

This has become one of the sought after wines
of the Cape wine lands. A blend of Syrah, Grenache, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cinsault and Viognier
grapes – all hand crafted under the care of master winemaker, Marc Kent. This is a ‘big’ wine
made in the mould of some of France’s great reds from Chateauneuf-du-Pape. 14.5%abv
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AUSTRALIA RED
Murphy’s Shiraz, Big Rivers, Trentham Estate

2014

£24.20

Deep in colour with ripe red berry fruit and warm spice and pepper
flavours; the wine is intense in its flavours providing an ideal introduction
to this wonderful grape variety. 14%abv

Cranswick Smith Bin 19 Cabernet -Merlot

2015

£20.95

The two varieties, Shiraz and Merlot, are vinified separately, Merlot in oak
casks and Shiraz in stainless steel to preserve its freshness. The resulting
wine shows bright peppery fruit complemented by a heady dash of spice,
plums and cherries given added definition by traces of well integrated oak. 13%abv

Heinrich, Shiraz/Mataro/Grenache, Rolf Binder, Barossa

2010

£43.60

Rolf Binder is on of the Leading winemakers in the Barossa
The Heinrich is a tribute to his respect to Chateauneuf du Pape
Deep, intense and brooding with volumes of rich red and black fruit. 14%abv

Cabernet Sauvignon, Ferngrove Estate, Frankland River, W. A

2013

£34.30

The Frankland and margaret River regions of Western Australia are renowned for the production of
high quality cool climate fruit. This allows the team at Ferngrove to craft some extraordinary style,
and their Cabernet Sauvignon proves a point : crammed with juicy red and black berry fruit held
together by supple tannins from careful oak maturation.

NEW ZELAND RED
Pinot Noir Weka, Ohau

2014

£39.95

A stylish Pinot Noir with pronounced flavours of crushed raspberry, interlaced with plums and hints
of vanilla oak. 14%abv

Pinot Noir Honu, Marlborough

2014

£26.00

The Wairarapa vineyards are tucked away in the lee of the hills that are adjacent to the vineyards
of Martinborough, the source of some of the finest Pinot Noir on the North Island. Here is ample
evidence that Pinot Noir can be accomplished outside Burgundy. The colour, concentration and
structure combine to offer immediate pleasure without trying to imitate the Cote d’Or.

Pinot Noir Clayvin Vineyard, Marlborough

2011

£69.00

A landmark collaboration in the fine wine industry in New Zealand. A rich and plumy wine with
subtle flavours of herbs and earth, perfectly balancing the generous fruit. 13.50%abv.
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ARGENTINA RED

Malbec Raleo, Mendoza

2015

£26.25

The malbec for Raleo is sourced from select, high altitude vineyards in Mendoza. The style of Raleo
Malbec is rich yet smooth and easy drinking. 13.5%abv

Malbec, Bodegas Tapiz, Mendoza

2015

£31.00

Bold in colour with a wonderful aroma, this is a Malbec that delivers ripe
black fruit flavours married tosupple tannins. 14%abv

CHILE RED

Cabernet Sauvignon, Cousino Macul, Maipo Valley

201

£26.50

2014

£28.95

Cousino Macul was established in 1856 and has become one of Chile’s
premier wine estates; the Cabernet is intense with black berry fruit
supported by easy tannins to create a full flavoured style. 14%abv

Marques de Casa Concha Syrah

Like all marques de casa Concha wines, this Syrah from Peumo is saturated
and full-force. It pumps out the blackberry, cassis and peppery spice, but
it also delivers a blast of sweet, spicy oak that some might label as forced.
Best if you prefer the New World styles of Syrah. 14.5%abv
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CALIFORNIA RED

Lody Old Vine Zinfandel, Scotto family

2011

£27.80

Pinot Noir, The Crusher Clarksburg, Wilson Vineyard, Napa Valley 2014

£35.95

An intense red and black berry fruit driven “Zin” with ripe tannins and
an easy drinking structure- a great example of this generic Californian
variety grown in the Lodi region. 14.5%abv

One “Holy Grail” for the list has been to find a Californian Pinot Noir that does not command a
ridiculous premium as a licence for enjoyment. With Don Sebastiani’s Wilson Vineyard we can
confidently encourage you to be pleasantly surprised. Enjoy the wine’s smooth textured fruit, with
its layered smoky character and rounded tannins. 13.5%abv

Pinot Noir, Secret Cellars, Santa Lucia Highlands

2013

£39.75

California’s premium cool climate wine growing area, the mountainside vineyards are bathed in
the funnelled cool breezes from Monterey Bay, yielding grapes of exceptional quality. 13.5%abv

WASHINGHTON STATE USA RED
Merlot, Powers Winery, Columbia Valley

2012

£31.95

“I am the luckiest guy in the world because I get up, walk out the door and get to do what I love
every day” – Bill Powers upon receiving a lifetime achievement award. Merlot loves the terroir and
microclimate of Washington State., so it is no surprise that some of the finest Merlots emanate
from this state. Deemed to be a classic style, Powers is a big, brooding red, with intense aromas of
black fruit, cherry and leather interwined with supple oak flavours.14%abv
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